CaNPAN activities 2021-2022

A summary of activities of the Canadian Nuclear Physics for Astrophysics Network CaNPAN1 for
the academic year 2021/22.
Contact: Dr Pavel Denisenkov (pavelden@uvic.ca), Chris Ruiz (ruiz@triumf.ca), Falk Herwig
(fherwig@uvic.ca)

Introduction
An emerging branch of nuclear astrophysics studies is the dynamic origin of the elements in
stars and stellar explosions. These are regimes in which the time scale of nuclear reactions and
the time scales of hydrodynamic and often turbulent mixing are similar, and where both
processes need to be simultaneously included in astrophysical models. For these dynamical
production sites nuclear physics data of unstable species are required, both for neutron capture
and charge particle reactions. These nuclear data needs can now be addressed by new and
emerging radioactive beam facilities, in Canada and internationally. The main goal of CaNPAN
projects is to provide Canadian nuclear physicists with a computational platform and tools that
will facilitate collaboration with stellar astrophysicists on identifying key nuclear data needs in
this new dynamic regime for the origin of the elements.
In the academic year 2021-2022 PhD student Amanda Edwin from Saint Mary’s University and
BSc student Alex Wen from the University of British Columbia, as well as PhD student Nikhil
Bhati from Saint Mary’s University and PhD student Yukiya Saito from TRIUMF participated in
the program. The computational coordinator (hereafter, CC) Pavel Denisenkov organized an
introductory and three educational online-lecture meetings2,3, with all the students in October
and November 2021. After that, students continued to periodically meet with the CC online via
Zoom, until May 2022, to discuss the progress of their CaNPAN-related projects. Besides the
Zoom meetings, the CC communicated with the students via a specially allocated CaNPAN
Mattermost channel. The first online lecture was an introduction to stellar astrophysics, the
second one was the introduction to the evolution of and nucleosynthesis in classical nova stars,
and the third one was a detailed tutorial explaining how to work with CaNPAN/NuGrid
computational tools4 on the virtual research platform Astrohub5 developed and operated by
the UVic Computational Stellar Astrophysics Group. That session included such topics as using
Jupyter Notebooks, running nova one-zone nucleosynthesis simulations with the NuGrid code
ppn for a set of nova peak temperature and density trajectories or nova multi-zone evolution
and nucleosynthesis simulations with the stellar evolution code of MESA and NuGrid code
mppnp, as implemented in the Nova Framework, creating abundance plots, both elemental and
isotopic, and reaction rate flux plots, taking new experimental results to update NuGrid nuclear
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physics data, and comparing new reaction rates to NuGrid (Reaclib) default rates along a nova
or other trajectory.

CaNPAN student projects
Nova nucleosynthesis
The PhD student Amanda Edwin,
who is supervised by the member
of the CaNPAN Canadian Faculty
team Gregory Christian at Saint
Mary’s University, plans to make a
new direct measurement of the
23
Mg(p,γ)24Al reaction rate in the
temperature range important for
classical novae using a radioactive
23
Mg beam at the TRIUMF facility
and 24Al recoils using the DRAGON
recoil separator (Fig. 1). Therefore,
Amanda was interested in getting
familiar with the CaNPAN nova
computational tools, and the CC
helped her to get acquainted with
them via CaNPAN Mattermost
communications and Zoom
meetings. As her first task,
Amanda reviewed the literature on
the previous Hauser-Feshbach
model computations and direct
measurements of this reaction rate
and found that it had a large
Figure 1 Figure 1 Description of the experiment on a new direct measurement
uncertainty. Amanda’s second task of the 23Mg(p,γ)24Al reaction rate that the CaNPAN student Amanda Edwin
plans to make and that will be used in the NuGrid nova post-processing
was employing the CaNPAN nova
code to estimate its impact on the elemental and isotopic
tools to estimate the impact of this nucleosynthesis
abundances predicted for ONe novae (taken from Amanda Edwin’s poster).
uncertainty on the elemental and
isotopic abundances predicted for
ONe novae. She presented results of her work at the international conference “Astrophysics
with Radioactive isotopes” in Budapest in June 2022.

Production of p nuclei
BSc student Alex Wen, who was supervised by the member of the CaNPAN Canadian Faculty
team Barry Davids at TRIUMF, was interested in numerical simulations of the production of
neutron-deficient p nuclei (Fig. 2) that is likely to occur in core-collapse supernovae (CCSNe)
and in Type-I X-ray bursts (XRBs) on neutron stars accreting H- and He-rich material from their
companions in close binary systems. Therefore, for Alex the CC gave an individual online lecture

on the XRB
evolution and
nucleosynthesis,
provided him with
XRB and CCSN
trajectories, and
discussed with Alex
how to use the
Monte-Carlo (MC)
method to identify
(p,g), (a,g), (p,n) and
other reactions
whose rate
uncertainties could
have the strongest
effect on predicted
abundances of p
nuclei. The main
purpose of Alex’s
work was to identify
reactions or
Figure 2 The solar abundances of the p nuclei (taken from the BSc thesis of Alex Wen2).
measurements of
interest that would
be of highest priority for experimental investigation at TRIUMF. As a result of this CaNPAN
collaboration, Alex Wen had presented and successfully defended his Honours BSc thesis6 at
the University of British Columbia in May 2022.

Nucleosynthesis in a neutron-star accretion disk
In his thesis Alex Wen elaborated that, besides the XRBs, the production of p nuclei “may also
occur in a common envelope, where the large donor star may fully engulf the neutron star and
accretion disk. This results in largely the same burning dynamics on the surface of the neutron
star, but when the ejection occurs the synthesized nuclei end up inside the donor star. Such
nuclei may possibly be spread into the interstellar medium by other means, like if the donor
star undergoes core collapse and forms a supernova” (Keegans et al. 20197).
From January to April 2022, the CaNPAN Canadian Faculty team members Falk Herwig and
Pavel Denisenkov hosted IReNA8 student Sophie Abrahams from York University (UK, supervisor
Alison Laird) who participated in a joint project with Los Alamos National Laboratory (Chris
Fryer) to investigate the nuclear physics and astrophysical environments of this novel
nucleosynthesis regime, and to ultimately derive observational predictions. As part of this
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project a new CaNPAN computational tool CENSI9 was developed that makes it possible to do
both one-zone and multi-zone simulations of rapid p- and g–process nucleosynthesis in
accretion disks of neutron stars in close binary systems and in common-envelope events with
the NuGrid codes ppn and mppnp. The novel approach allows to study the effect of
simultaneous nucleosynthesis and dynamic mixing compared to the current approach of
unmixed trajectory post-processing. In the academic year 2022-2023 CENSI will be added to the
CaNPAN repository, so that interested students can use it in their projects. We also plan to
explore this new modeling framework in a joint project with CaNPAN faculty member Nicole
Vassh (TRIUMF) to explore r process in neutron star mergers.

CaNPAN-related research projects
In addition to student projects CaNPAN also advances research projects through collaboration
between CaNPAN members and beyond, through the CaNPAN membership in the international
IReNA network. CaNPAN collaborated with JINA-CEE in the IReNA network on i-process nuclear
astrophysics.
Besides advising the CaNPAN students, during the academic year 2021-2022 the CC also
collaborated with experimental nuclear physicists from Canada and US helping them to prepare
proposals to study key (n, g) reactions, that were identified in our recent publications on iprocess nucleosynthesis in stars, for which experimentally constrained rates and their reduced
uncertainties could give answers to some important nuclear astrophysics questions raised in
those publications and analyze consequences of already available results of such studies.

The weak i process
The proposal "S2224: Can an i process explain high [As/Ge] ratios seen in metal poor stars?"
with Matthew Williams, Postdoctoral Research Fellow at TRIUMF, as a PI, requested time at
TRIUMF experimental facilities to constrain the 75Ga(n, g)76Ga reaction rate for the weak i
process. This is a key reaction because a significant increase of its rate compared to its default
JINA Reaclib value used in the NuGrid codes would completely rule out the weak i process as
one contributing to the abundance anomalies in the metal-poor star HD9402810 in which
signatures of such process had been surmised.

The equilibrium i process
In order to study the impact of (n, ) cross sections on ratios of nearby elements we rely on
equilibrium i-process network solutions that are independent of a particular astrophysical site.
Nuclear physics uncertainties impact on La and Eu abundances predicted for CEMP-r/s stars
The member of the CaNPAN Canadian Faculty team Dennis Muecher with his US colleague
experimental nuclear physicist Artemis Spyrou (JINA-CEE) and other collaborators have
constrained the 139Ba(n, g)140Ba reaction rate and substantially reduced its uncertainty. The new
data have led to a significant decrease of the uncertainty of the La abundance predicted for
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CEMP-i stars for the i-process
neutron density ~1014 cm-3 (Fig.
3). It is important to note that the
uncertainty of the predicted
[La/Eu] elemental abundance
ratio in the right panel of Fig. 3
can be decreased even more if
the uncertainty of the 151Nd(n,
g)152Nd reaction rate (Fig. 4) will
also be reduced in a future
experiment. These result and
prediction agree with the
theoretical data presented in
Tables 1 and 2 in our paper.11
Nuclear physics uncertainties
impact of Ru and Rh abundances
predicted for CEMP-r/s stars
In the spring 2021 the US
Postdoctoral Researcher Andrea
Richard (LLNL) and her
collaborators asked us to find out
to which important
consequences for the i process in
stars their new constrained rates
of the reactions 102Mo(n,g)103Mo
and 103Mo(n, g)104Mo could
possibly lead. Our analysis has
shown that the new rates and
their narrower uncertainty
ranges reduce both the widths of
the distributions of the Ru and Rh Figure 3 The 139Ba(n,g)140Ba rate and its reduced uncertainty recently
constrained by Dennis Muecher and Artemis Spyrou with collaborators
abundances predicted in our MC
allowed us to significantly decrease the uncertainty of the La abundance
simulations and their benchmark
predicted for the i process at the neutron density ~1014 cm-3 (contour
lines on the top panel) compared to our previous MC simulations in
values obtained for updated
which this reaction rate uncertainty was estimated from a set of 20
default reaction rates. The result
Hauser-Feshbach model calculations (contour lines on the bottom panel).
for Ru is especially important
because we have also found that
a low [Ru/Mo] elemental abundance ratio may be used as an indicator of the presence of i
process, rather than s- and r-process, products in CEMP-r/s stars
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On the 7Be abundances produced by novae
Results of the paper on the reduction of the discrepancy between the observed and predicted
abundances of 7Be in novae12 that we published in 2021 in a collaboration with the
postdoctoral fellow Sriteja Upadhyayula and CaNPAN Canadian Faculty member Chris Ruiz,
both at TRIUMF, were presented by the CC as a poster at the 2022 JINA-CEE Frontiers in
Nuclear Astrophysics meeting in South Bend in May 2022 and as a talk at the international
conference “Astrophysics with Radioactive isotopes” in Budapest in June 2022.

Figure 4 Results of our MC simulations of the [La/Eu] elemental abundance ratio
predicted for the i process at the neutron density ~1014 cm-3, in which (n,g) rates of 164
unstable isotopes were randomly varied within their uncertainty ranges constrained by a
set of 20 Hauser-Feshbach model calculations, indicate that the uncertainty of this ratio
can further be decreased in the right panel of Fig. 3 if the uncertainty of the
151Nd(n,g)152Nd reaction rate will be reduced. The blue and yellow histograms show data
for the cases when this rate was randomly increased and decreased relative to its default
value.

Future experiments aimed at constraining proton capture on 19F
The first stars to form after the Big Bang (Pop-III) are believed to have been both massive and
short-lived, which makes them exceedingly difficult to observe today, leaving many open
questions about the early history of the universe. As such, the characteristics of the first stars
must be pieced together by observing the signatures they impart on the next generation of
stars (Pop-II), which preserve the chemical fingerprints of their predecessors. “Stellar
Archaeology” seeks to combine observational astronomy with state-of-the-art hydrodynamic
modelling to determine properties of the first stars. However, large uncertainties in key nuclear
reaction rates strongly hinder our ability to reliably compare models with observations, leaving
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fundamental questions about the first stars unanswered, such as: How massive were they?
How did they evolve? And what was their fate?
Recently, four low-mass stars with extremely low abundances of heavy elements were
identified as potentially originating from the explosion of a single Pop-III progenitor (S.C. Keller,
et al., Nature 506, 463, 2014). These stars were well-matched to models of a 60 solar-mass
parent star that ended in a faint supernova. A key component of the faint supernova model
involves fall-back of inner regions of the star onto the newly formed black hole. Therefore,
Keller et al. argue that the observed Ca was not produced during late-phase stellar burning, but
rather in earlier CNO breakout reactions that occurred in the elevated hydrogen burning
temperatures of Pop-III stars.
New 3D simulations of massive Pop-III stars have cast doubt on this hypothesis, however, as
they under-produce Ca by a significant margin (O. Clarkson, and F. Herwig, MNRAS 500, 2685,
2020). The results rely on detailed knowledge of the 19F(p,g)20Ne/19F(p,a)16O reaction rate ratio,
on which the abundance of elements beyond A=20 critically depend. A recent evaluation of the
19
F + p system (R.J. deBoer, et al., Phys. Rev. C 103, 055815, 2021) has highlighted the urgent
need for further work on the 19F(p,g)20Ne reaction, revealing that present uncertainties are
enough to account for the interpretation of Keller et al. Building on his previous work on this
reaction (M. Williams, et al., Phys. Rev. C 103, 055805, 2021), postdoctoral fellow Dr Matthew
Willams (TRIUMF, LANL) is presently leading an international collaboration to conduct two
complementary measurements of both 19F + p reactions. The first measurement is an already
approved indirect study of 19F(3He,d)20Ne*(α) at IJC Lab, France, which will constrain key
nuclear parameters driving large uncertainties in both the 19F(p,γ)20Ne and 19F(p,a)16O reaction
channels. The second experiment, which is also now approved, is a direct study of 19F(p,γ)20Ne
at TRIUMF using the DRAGON facility. Working within the CaNPAN initiative, results from these
experiments will be used to ascertain whether hydrogen burning in Pop-III stars can produce
enough Ca to explain observations.

